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A 'Unique Nation'
"But there's another aspect to the Unit
ed States," LaRouche observed. The
American Republic is unique; it is an
historical exception, "the first and only
true republic conceived in modern histo
ry," and it is the legacy of that America,
which continues to provide for our
nation a residue of good will in every
part of the world. "The influence that I
have in the world at large, is because it's
recognized in leading circles in many
parts of the world, that I represent that
United States; that United States which
has great credit throughout this planet; a
great credit to which most nations
would respond happily, were I sitting in
the White House today. Were I in the
White House today, this country would
suddenly be overrun by friends. Some of
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the friends who tend to hate us right
now."
Critical Areas
The bulk of LaRouche's address was
devoted to elaborating four critical
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Youth Movement Demands
Legislatures Bring in LaRouche

EIRNS/Stuart Lewis
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